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Dryer Venting Problems &
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Dear Tom and Yong,
Thanks for the opportunity to work with you on the dryer problem in your home. While in
the crawlspace, I notice two other issues that should be addressed as well. The dryer problem is
currently fixed, however I recommend improvements to the system to provide continued service,
limit future problems and correct to code.
The dryer ducting had become disconnected from the exterior vent opening. It ended up
with the opening mostly sealed against the concrete foundation wall. This restriction of the
airflow, likely caused the heating element to fail, due to overheating. I noted that he venting had
been re-worked from the original installation, possible an earlier failure, with inappropriate
materials causing the failure.
I reconnected the ducting, after cleaning most of the lint build-up, to the exterior opening.
A temporary mechanical connection, a wire tie and code rated duct tape, was installed. I
recommend someone replace the flexible ducting, which both restricts airflow and catches wet
lint, with a smooth wall metal ducting.
Proper installation will require 3 adjustable fittings to create the necessary turns and off
sets around the floor structure. The connections should employ 4” hose clamps and class 1
#557 duct tape to seal the transitions. The smooth wall pipe will also shorten the drying times
and save energy. A long section of the galvanized smooth wall ducting was observed, unused,
in the crawlspace and could be cut to length with the addition of the 3 fittings. Insulating this
ducting will limit the build-up of lint, as the warm moist air carries it through the cold metal pipe,
in the crawlspace. Note this is a current code requirement and is best practice to limit problems.
A large opening was observed where the dryer duct passes through the laundry room
floor. This opening draws a considerable amount of cold and dirty air, into the home. This
opening should be sealed where the rigid pipe passes through the finished floor.
The other observations include large areas of exposed soils and floor insulation that has
been removed or fallen. I strongly recommend spreading the existing plastic sheathing, adding
additional as needed, to provide 100% ground coverage. Six mil. black visqueen is required and
may take some anchoring to maintain coverage on the steep slopes. The ground coverage will
contribute to good interior air quality as well as controlling the homes moisture level.
Reinstalling the downed insulation, and adding new where needed, will help keep the
house more comfortable and save some energy. Some was removed for previous work and the
balance appears to have fallen over the years.
Otherwise, I glad to report that your crawlspace was very dry after all of the heavy rains
we have recently experienced.
Let me know if you have any questions.
Thank you,
Steve Bryan, President
Home & Building Services, inc.
206-232-2473 steve@myhouseandyours.com
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dryer ducting w/ flex pipe & improper fittings

dryer vent gap / opening under laundry
room floor

exposed soils / gaps in vapor barrier

blocked dryer vent @ foundation wall

fallen / removed floor insulation

voids in floor insulation
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